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Virus of the puritans’ temptation
«The virus the end cellular parasite, is made multiple copies only in
Alive cages, uses them fermentative the device and
switches a cage to synthesis of mature virus particles.
It is distributed everywhere»
Anglo-Saxon liberalism, the American dream, the state USA, Globalize, the doctrine of
cosmopolitism - are constructed on the basis of ideology of a Puritan Calvinism. For
comprehension of Puritanism it is necessary to understand a history of an origin of this
movement.
Augustine Blessed Avrelius (lived officially 354-430, actually 12-13 centuries) the
Christian theologian and the church figure, Bishop of the city of Gippon (Northern Africa).
Has developed the doctrine about Good fortune and Absolute Predetermination.
Predetermination in religious views is proceeding from will of the God Determinacy of
behavior of the person and from here his rescue or condemnation in eternity. Under
doctrine Augustine Begging Awards of Catholic monks which members give a vow of
poverty have been created. The most known awards Franciscans, Dominicans and
Augustine's. Augustine's have based the Award in the middle of 13 centuries under charter
Augustine Blessed (it is considered, that this charter is false attributed Augustine),
ostensibly died 800 years before, but, probably, he and has written the charter of the Award
at 12-13 centuries.
Calvin Jean (1509-1564), figure Reformation, the founder of a Calvinism. Became in
1541 the actual dictator of Geneva, having transformed her in one of centers Reformation.
Differed extreme religious intolerance. Under a banner of a Calvinism passed bourgeois
revolutions in Netherlands 16 centuries and England 17 centuries. The basic doctrines: the
Doctrine of Absolute Predefinitions, the sermon of worldly ascetics. Calvin has turned out
on a wrong side (with bourgeois or devilish ease) Christian doctrine Augustine Blessed
about renunciation of the worldly blessings. The idea of bourgeois revolutionaries has
consisted in a recognition of success and a material well-being an attribute right in this life
and remissions of any worldly sins connected to purchase of this well-being, in future life.
Puritans have actively developed idea of Absolute Predetermination of Calvin and have
formulated the American dream (for heresy and refusal to pay taxes they had to get over in
17 century to America, having based there New England). Probably, since 16 centuries the
secret society of radical puritans existing and now is founded. The purpose of this
community: a gain of world supremacy on the Earth with the center in the USA. The dream
of radical puritans has consisted in terrestrial success and material prosperity. We shall
notice, that she is opposite to ideas Augustine Blessed.
How the person has achieved terrestrial prosperity, had no any value. It was possible to
break precepts divine (esteem the father and mother, not kill, do not steal, not sex around)
for achievement of success at any cost. The God knows, who the righteous person, and
who the sinner. To him is better. All is granted to the righteous person in a life that he can
receive itself, and in a next world it finds the indulgence (we shall notice, free-of-charge) on
all sins of a worldly way. The basic feature of the ideal person the puritan becomes bright
individual with absence of any moral foundations or restrictions. This absolute internal
freedom and permissiveness allows the puritan to not pay attention to the surrounding
validity, to concentrate all will on achievement of material success. The huge role in
consciousness of the puritan is played with the moment of moneymaking of riches. A
religious idol and fetish became his Majesty Dollar. Dollar it not gold and not other material
benefits. It is a universal equivalent, which can be touched and counted, it can pray and
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and accumulate. The dollar is not connected by moral and other restrictions of other
religions or cultures. This deity of Puritans.
All newly appeared millionaires and rich men all over the world aspire to store the riches
in dollars and not because the American economy the biggest in the world. It is not
necessary to worry that riches will select, they in fact are inverted in currency of other
powerful country and not connected to own Native land. The inevitable conflict to local
authorities compels admirers of dollar for flight from the country closer to the American
coast, which are obliged to protect the owner of a material embodiment of the American
dream. Such simple image sets a vector of development of capitalism in any country of the
world, aspiration of people to not pay local taxes, to not put actually stilling money in
economy of the own country, and to direct riches in the USA. In fact any non-cash accounts
of dollars in banks, any transaction with dollars on translation or letters of credit, are stored
and carried out only through the American banks - correspondents and the USA work on
economy.
The aspiration to the American dream gradually destroys and the person of the puritan
degrades. An internal worm eating the carrier from within, gradually washing off any
frameworks of moral foundations, postponing it from the god and approaching to a devil.
Gradually the puritan overlooks about the, step by step, deviations from precepts divine and
to slipping in a gloom. With purchase of riches such person cleans the consciousness from
remorse's, memories of unscrupulous acts and, the most terrible, provokes the relatives
close, other people to recurrence of own destiny. This infection of Puritanism is inclined to
continuous duplication and aggressive capture of other carriers. The person is not perfect
also temptation of Puritanism brings people to a side, cross which they get in a twilight
zone, whence still there is an output but if they do not stop and universal values already are
not present return to a traditional state of affairs.
America it is proud names itself the big boiler in which new and new streams of
emigrants cook. In it all national and cultural distinctions are erased. The obvious allegory
with the boiler of sinners in the Hell and comparison the USA with the underground world
arises. All country is a society of consumers. Efforts of citizens are directed only on
moneymaking, expenditure of money for distinctive regalia such as automobiles, houses,
according to a rank and a class of the owner. The rest not fashionably and too busy.
All system is organized for creation and increase in accumulation at the richest layer of a
society made, basically, from old Americans, puritans. At new emigrants there is a chance
to get in the closed elite, but only by realization of the American dream. However, they can
expect only for realization of this dream for children.
The basic features of behavior of the person who has opened the soul and reason of
ideology of Puritanism which in the latent or open form, are inherent in people of all
countries and peoples, are described in the best way by model of a Virus. Only the Virus,
get inside of the carrier, does not cause him seen harm, starts to exploit him, gradually
changing the carrier in a direction of satisfaction only the needs. But, in due course, the
Virus of Puritanism can reserve the carrier. And he will already be other person, having
kept only the external environment. These are attributes of death.
In view of told, it is necessary to agree with the Muslim thinkers naming the President
the USA by a Satan, and the country a devilish ancestral lands. In words puritans, led by
republican Presidents, continuously speak about the god, about a divine direction of their
actions, but thus do not specify, whom count the god. The logic prompts, that their deity a
devil. The essence generated a Virus of Puritanism, cannot be by definition Got of all
Christians, Moslems, Judaists, Buddhists, and furthermore atheists, i.e. the huge majority of
the population of the Earth.
The carrier of a virus of Puritanism is also the ideology of the Anglo-Saxon liberalism
deprived ostensibly of irrationality since liberalism reflected as the rational doctrine released
from obscurantism and superstitious mystifications. Probably, it would be rational if it has
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not been based on the doctrine of a Calvinism and Puritanism. The basic engine of modern
liberalism is active advertising and propaganda for the benefit of the cosmopolitan doctrine.
In Russia, today with an active conductor of cosmopolitism has tied to work as K. Borovoj
(probably cannot earn in another way money). His lips, without superfluous reserves, talk
Puritan sect from the USA, asserting necessity of creation of military bases the USA in
Russia, the control over the nuclear weapon, actual destruction of independence of Russia.
The cosmopolitan, on acknowledges or to the paid contract Satanists, recognizes only the
unitary world with the superiority of one race puritans. The center of their virtual universe,
naturally, the USA. The Russian liberals, conductors of privatization under the script of
macroeconomic (recognized with an erroneous direction in the West tens more years back)
in person E. Gajdar, A. Chubays, B. Nemtsov, S. Kireenko, are already lost for us, them has
completely eaten a virus of puritans, they do not have remorse's and doubts in the
correctness. They are the convinced puritans, representatives of the supreme medieval
race on the Earth.
In the beginning of 90th years all « new Russian » counted itself cosmopolitans, it was
fashionable not confirm from citizenship of Russia. Itself it is guilty, once to me I was a
shame to admit to Poles, that Russian. Now for this offence I test the even greater shame.
Russian people realize gradually, that their Native land Russia and love to the Native land
not an empty phrase.
In New York, in cash dispensers on delivery of cash, Russian became an official
language. After English and Spanish. For the first time in a history of emigration Russian
(basically Jews) to America, began fashionable to recognize Russian people to speak in the
language to print newspapers, to open radio stations and TV with an announcement in
Russian. Russian Diaspora has achieved the best successes on adaptation to local
conditions for so short term. Approximately the same picture exist in Israel.
In Russia the party « Uniform Russia » which, despite of all its lacks, has realized
balefulness of Anglo-Saxon liberal reforms has appeared and has tried to be protected from
them by formal association and all-round defense from redoubts of bureaucracy. The nature
of the Russian official compels it to share incomes with the big group of colleagues,
individual instantly take off from work, therefore puritans so actively attack with criticism
Russian bureaucrats.
Thank God, it speaks that our citizens possess immunity to a world virus of Puritanism
and there is a hope, that we shall quickly have been ill with this transatlantic infection and
we can burst out laughing with him to face and construct our country and a life at own
discretion. They simply will not go through simple human laughter (billionaires all the same).
The foreign policy the USA, without dependence from an accessory (a belonging) of
administration to republicans or democrats, is completely penetrated with a virus of
Puritanism and Calvinist ideology. America on Absolute Predetermination can do not only in
private business, but also on a global scale everything, that to her will like. Many in the
world are surprised, especially Russian politics as the USA dominates over the world and
imposes to all at times mutually exclusive decisions. Yes all is very simple, the Puritan virus
will forgive all erroneous actions, murders of thousand peace inhabitants, destruction of
cities, dwellings, the whole states. In the next world Americans will have indulgence on all
mortal sins at a life. In fact America represents on the Earth the Nation Redeemer. All will
be reckoned to it in positive sense. Therefore the USA with the pure conscience cleared, by
the way, by medieval devilish doctrines, create robbery and violence over all planet already
more than 100 years.
So, the foreign policy the USA is constructed exclusively on medieval superstitions and
errors and, the world drugged by dollar injections, eats this rotten 500 years ago a dish,
politely thanking the cook for tasty souse from democracy. The Russian politics with
surprise shy blame Anglo Saxons for a politics of double standards. Who has thought up
this idiom? Puritans do not have such campaign. It as conversation blind (Russia) with
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a deaf person (the USA and the Great Britain). Puritans have only one standard, they
righteous persons, other world sinners, their actions are encouraged Got in any case, and
dispute with them is simply useless. There is only one output to show all world the nature
of Puritanism, his display in internal and foreign policy, all ridicule of their ambitions and
depth of religious heresy. But ourselves are prevented by the ideological emptiness formed
with destruction of Russian empire and communistic Soviet Union. The continuity of
generations within almost 100 years has been broken.
In the best way to overcome vacuum of ideology in Russia the Concept of Orthodox
Democracy embodied in creation of the Party of Orthodox Democracy will help. The
name cuts hearing to the Russian person a little, but at an opposition to Puritan medieval
sectarianism of a few mysticism will not prevent. The party should proclaim the main priority
Freedom, Freedom and Freedom. Freedom personal, political and economic. The person is
born free and any superstitions of the Middle Ages, sect or the state institutes cannot
present or take away her. Freedom this property of Russian people and in general
mankind's. Let's learn address carefully with it and to not give in hype people which are
carried out short of mad billionaires within 500 years, worshipping to an embodiment of a
devil on the Earth to dollar. All of us are inclined to be on sale and bought, but we have
core inside conscience, moral and moral standards to which our fathers and ancestors
followed. We shall forgive those who has given in to a temptation of puritans, and we shall
accept all back without reprisals and humiliations.
We in Russia on each virus will have Doctor Kaspersky, and let puritans know,
that if the virus is not treated, it erase.
Russia the great country and Russian people will find in itself forces to resist to a
Virus of a Temptation of Puritans.
23.04.2004
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